


6 Signs You Suffer from

G.D.E. (Great Depression Era)
by, Alana London

You may suffer from Great Depression Era if…

 Your exercise includes a run on the bank.
 Your boss gives you time off you didn’t request.
 A lack of funds has inspired your continuous

dedication to flapper fashion.
 Your home décor includes newspaper blankets

and shelters of cardboard and wood.
 You develop a Robin Hood complex.  (You decide

to steal from the rich to give to the poor.)
 You sport the windblown look as a result of the

Dust Bowl.

Causemopolitan Beauty Tips
The Foundation of the Great Depression

by, Alana London

Are you trying to create that perfect look?  It all begins with a
flawless foundation.  Here are three quick tips to help you achieve your
goal.

Tip #1: Use concealer!  Concealer is the key to keeping those unsightly
blemishes hidden from view.  The problem with concealer is that the
best product is usually the most expensive.  There exists a large gap
between rich and poor concealer.  Your foundation depends on a good
concealer, so get some!  If you don’t have enough money, thank the
banks for consumer credit!

Tip #2: Bank on your structure or practice for applying concealer!
There is no regulation for putting on your make-up, so do it any way
you please!

Tip #3: After applying the concealer, if you speculate it is bad, panic!
Make a run to the bank, and then purchase some new concealer.

I’m glad you survived the crash course in Causemetics and hope you put
stock in my tips.  The Europeans want these trade secrets, but ironically,
they won’t trade for them.  Guess the secrets will continue to help our
nation be stricken with beauty.

The London Report
by, Alana London
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 In Style
         Starring our First Lady
               Depressionista    Eleanor Roosevelt

She loves New Deals and wants
           everyone to have equal access to them.

                             by, Alana London

New Deals! Buyers Beware
There is nothing I enjoy more than a New Deal, but in this economy, buyers beware!  There

are several challenges that go along with bargain shopping.

1. Make sure the deal you’re getting is legit.  You wouldn’t want to become involved with
something unconstitutional, would you?

2. Be aware that the person providing the deal possesses the power.
3. Remember that free ain’t free.  If you’re getting a deal, it means someone else is racking

up the debt.

          Surpass these challenges and you can enjoy
the splendor of New Deals as satisfying
as a bowl of “Alphabet Soup.”
And who knows?
Maybe the New Deals you have found
will inspire a greater society.

                                                                                                                                    by, Alana London

On a Plane and Anything But…

Eleanor is able to travel in this tasteful, yet
frugal ensemble.  The hat compliments her
mother-like demeanor as she makes
personal appearances to workers to offer
support.

A Civil Woman

Posing in perfection, Eleanor demonstrates that
black and white work well together.  Color is not
a concern, when the fabric is the same.

Step Aside Smoking Jackets…
This Woman has a Blazer!

Eleanor always has the “write” stuff
when it comes to sophistication.
“My Day” brightens just by looking
at her.


